PRESS RELEASE

BSF TROOPS FOILED INFILTRATION BID AT INDO PAK BORDER

Alert troops of Border Security Force foiled a major infiltration bid along Indo-Pak border at Samba. BSF last night foiled major infiltration attempt by the militants along the International Border (IB) of Indo Pak border at Samba.

Last night, BSF troops observed movement of a group of militants trying to infiltrate into the Indian Territory. Though the militants made desperate attempt to sneak-in, the alert troops of BSF thwarted their infiltration attempt.

The militants escaped back to Pakistan from where they had been launched. The alertness of BSF troops has thwarted the militants plot to enter into Indian Territory and carry out terror attacks on the eve of Republic Day.

BSF Troops are maintaining high alert along the International Border of Indo-Pak border to foil the infiltration into the Indian Territory by the militants.

During this month, BSF observed a spurt in infiltration bids along the Jammu Frontier of Indo-Pak Border. BSF troops have detected and foiled 06 infiltration bids during this month itself in the general areas of Samba Sector. The intention of the militants is obviously to enter into the Indian Territory to carry out terror attacks in hinterland on the occasion of Republic Day.